
"DEAR GREY EYl::S" 

A Revaluation of Pallas Athene 

It seemed simple at first. 

They said: 

she is high and far and blind 

in her high pride , 

but nov that my head is bowed 

in sorrow, I fint 

she is ~ost kind. 

~- D "-P· a l_l as " 1 
n • • ' --

I had been cal:ed to vrite 

on "the woman artist" ; I knew that 1-rhat I might cc::J.tribute wo"J.ld 

be an archetypal exploration , another in my series of reflections 

on how the images of Greek mythology enter into our o~n soul ~ is 

I ~ou\a 
tory. It seemed obvious that this ti :Ee around :i::-t--=.; E..3 t~-E-e----'"--o 

attend to Athene , the goddess of artist and artisa~, tie proto -

type of the artistically creative woman . It seems les3 simple 

now . James Hillman says that once we know at whose altar a 

question belongs , we will know better the matter o~ proceeding. 2 

Perhaps it is also true that we discover what our ~uestion really 

is by finding ourselves before a particular altar. Or discover 

that the real questions are the ones addressed to ~s . I had not 

realized until I heard the owl hoot outside ffiY win~ow as it does 

every night how unwittingly I ( who live on Serpent!ne Drive with 

an olive tree shadowing my patio) had been prepare~ for this 
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encounter with the goddess whose emblems are snake and owl and 

olive . I had not known how challenging her questions to me (as 

to all women who aspire to creative accomplishment) would be . 

Kindly but unflinchingly she demands that I review how in my 

life I have balanced my loyalties to mother and father ~ women 

and men , to the so-called feminine and the so - called oasc~line 

aspects of myself. She asks about how I have responded to the 

alternating pull of work and relationships , friendship and soli -

tude , ego and soul , femininity and creativity . It i s time to 

begin to answer , she indicates , this goddess whom I have kno~n 

and avoided for so long . 

Athene is a goddess I once loved--entirely and innocently 

as perhaps one can love only in adolescence . She was all I 

wanted to be and I gave my soul to her- - self- confident and cou

rageous , clear-eyed and strong, intelligent and accomplished , 

judicious and fair . I delighted in her ability to make full 

use of the given possibilities in any situation , in her gift 

for deep friendship unent&~gledwith the confusions of passion , 

in her pleasure in struggle and challenge . Her dedication to 

the world of art and culture , of clear t hought and realized 

accomplishment , were important testimony to me of how a woman 

might order her life . I coveted for myself the love and respect 

she was given by her father and her ease in the world of men . 

She was for me (as Walter Otto so beautifully names her) ~ '' the 

ever - near . '' 3 Had I known it then, I might have chosen as my song 
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the Homeric Hymn dedicated to her whose opening lines are: "I 

begin to sing of Pallas Athene , the glorious goddess , bright-

eyed , inventive , unbending of heart, pure virgin, savior of 

cities, courageous Tritogeneia."
4 

She was singularly important to me in high school and in 

c ollege , years when I felt close to ~y father and his vision of 

me and distant from a mother who did not share my intellectual 

interests or ambitions . 

l eft Athene ' s realm; I came to look 

and the goddess who had dominated it somewhat disparagingly . 

Athene now seemed too cool and distant , too suspicious of t h e 

emotional and sensual , too extroverted and ar::bitious -- too " heady ," 

in a word . I understood her birth fron Zeus ' s head as the per -

feet mythological expression for what was wrong with her , and 

became critical of her over- identification with men , her see~in g 

denial of her own feminin i ty . I felt with Jane harrison , II . • ;, e 

c annot love a goddess who on principle forgets the ~arth fro~ 

which she sprang ; always from the lips of the Lost Leader we 

hear the shameful denial : 

There is no mother QOre me for her child , 
I praise the Man in all things (save for 

marriage) , 
\·Thole - hearted a m I , strongly for the Fatner . n5 

I could still accept the appropriateness of Athene ' s role in my 

life earlier on , but was sure I had now left her behind . 

Goddesses aren ' t dismissed so easily , however, though I 

am only now beginning to see how Athene has been present all 

/ 
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through my life. There have been certain periods along the 

way when that presence has been most evident: the years of 

adolescence, of course, and then again when I entered graduate 

\W.""- r-
school seven years after my marri a ge. a-&d rediscovered the e:x-

citement of the full exercise of my intellectual and creative 

capacities and of the recognition of these by the fatherly 

teachers I respected and the brotherly colleagues who accepted 

\ me as one 

! side of a 

of themselves. And , egaift, Much later, on tbe other 

profoundly ego-shattering experience connected to the 

traumatic ending of a love affair, I began to co me back to life 

again in response to Athene 's beckoning. She came , as she often 

did of old , in the guise of a man , recalling me to the deep ex-

c itement of shared intellectual concerns, the passion inherent 

in the kind of competitive rivalry where each partner urges the 

other to high achieven ent , to consummated accomplishment. In 

that meeting of spirit with spirit, I felt myself co~e to nyself 

again. 

was not 

But again there came a time when I felt something 
t-.f'L~Ie a.+l&ltiC-cl,·-r 

being nourished~by my attendan c e at this altar . I ne e ded 

in me 

separation from Athene and from the relationship; I needed soul 

and not just spirit . And so I left (not suspecting that she may 

Or so I thought. Now I understand the pertinence of 

Hillma n 1 s question, " Can one close the door on the person •·rho 

brought one to the t h re s hold in the first place? " and recognize 

the inevitability o f t h e negative response. At h ene i s still 

• 
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there, has always been. The ambivalence she arouses in me is 

a clue to her own paradoxical nature; such ambivalence , not the 

radical alternation between wholehearted celebration and passion-

ate disparagement, is appropriate response to a conplexity I had 

undervalued. I only now begin to understand that the ambiguity 

is hers , not just mine . rot only does her light side become dark 

when looked at from a different perspective ; there is also a dark 

side which from that other perspective is seen as light . 

Jung has taught us to see the gods and goddesses as our 

diseases , our pathologies . I wanted to be free of Athene be -
T OO\:-. 

cause I did not want to be the an imus - ri dde n woman I fre..d:-eom-e 

-tc \?e.. 
i;..o s e-e her ~ . U hat had once appeared as a s p lend i d ego - i deal 

now looked like malignant shadow, for tne heroic ego itself 

(of which Athene seened the exemplary female i nage) had come 

under my suspicion . But that , to borrow anot he r phrase of 

Hillman ' s , was " to confuse neurotic foreground wit!:l archetypal 

background" and to forget that the goddess ' s po1·rer and the 

wounds she inflicts and suffers are deeply intertwined . To 

see this is to understand both her and myself v ery differently . 

As I recognize not only that At~ene has been present all 

along but that her presence permeates every aspect of my life , 

I recall Otto ' s ;.rords , " Always divinity is a totality , a whole 

world in its perfection . This applies also to the supreme gods , 

Zeus , Athena , and Apollo, the bearers of the hi ghest ideals . 

None of them represents a single virtue , none is to be encoun-

tered in only one direction of teeming life ; each desires to 
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1, s e d ill net. e w.o_e com_as~ of human existenc_ 

v"th is ec li r spirit . 116 o open .. :s~lf to Athene ' s illuuina-

tion !!!ea. s re- •is.:.o. ing ole life t: rough her : an see, . . . .. 
o e! .. l elc.:. .. g and a .. eso e tas: . •m e Iact~ do not change , but 

t eir order ·s given another di ns·on M~rough ano~her c•th . 

Tne are exp r need differ tl the: gai another meaning 

ecause t!l are told throug a other tel .. 7 -:hat bela gs 

and wb t i xt aneou vhat s i port ant en c. vhat trivial , 

how th i-f ent rt r 1 t -- 11 " . s i<- nov to be understood 

ane • . 'o h t r ' s "llu on 0 D ct r ' s s to b uis-

counted· th r r n 1 s th t le can be tol 

no one bet er or " or " th nth oth rG . I h ve com 

to belie t t m }· · ng stor: o th- ·e ts , tne io g s , s 

ah;a s t Fr call d "secondary ela orat · o ," part of th 

soul ' s ... -!"Ch for logos--a. s rc witn vhich Atl1en is clos ly 

identifi ..: The new telling n ed to be not just about the ,_ 

but i 0 e: reflective no anal tical , concrete and i_ag-

inal rather than speculative . 

\ \.-.~ At~e. e is 
C~C(." I'A';, (\. \. •I l 

o - toat I ace pt the necessit of unw_ v · n 

tne sto · 3 as previously told and w aving y t anot::.er . It is 

somewhat con cling beautitully woven 

account of the Olympians ' more scandalous erotic involv ments so 

~ enraged Athene eat Ar chne with 

her shuttl and so frighten d th poor woman that she hanged 
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herself~ to be reminded that it might be dangerous to aim for 

"' perfection in my telling. I think, too, of Penelope whose 

marvellous skill in weaving was a gift of Athene's and 7ho 

found she had to unweave each night what she had so grace-

fully woven during the day--an image somehow of the peculiar 

kind of fidelity requisite to soul-making. · I see this new 

weaving as the gift, the sacrifice, I bring to Athene 's altar, 

as each year on the occasion of the ritual observance of her 
C\.. pe ~ \C~ J 

birthday, the Panathenaea, she was brought an elaborately 
5 V,t\\1.) \ 

1\ 

worked peplos which had been carefully woven and embroidered 

during the preceding nine months . 

So for the fourth time I return to Athene, for the first 

time, perhaps, ready to look her straight in the eyes and dis-

cover who she is and who I am in her light--hoping this time 
~oJ. o 

for recognition and not just repetition. Athis is much more 

frightening than I would have imagined, for it means looking at 

the least explored aspects of my life. I understand no7 that 

Athene does indeed wear the Gorgonhead on her aegis . 

ber that when Tiresias accidentally came upon her naked while 

bathing, he was struck blind. I remember, also, that in recon-

pense Athene granted him second sight, soul sight. 

To second sight Athene is to see her as one who gives 

soul. Cult and myth represent her as the one who gives soul 

to works of art. She is often associated with both Hephaestus 

0 
and Prometheus as a co-crea~r, most notably perhaps in the 

accounts of the creation of the first hu man beings . ~~~d in 
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the strange myth of Pandora , one of the few in which Greek 

divinities are presented as creative po¥ers, it is Athene and 

Hephaestus who fashion and embellish the form of the mysterious 

maiden; and Athena again who gives her the gifts of the arts 

wherewith better to beguile the souls of men ." 8 

Man was born, so Hesiod and Ovid tell us, when Prometheus 

mixed together earth and rainwater and fashioned it into the 
-then 

likeness of the gods and When Athena breathed life into the soul. 
\-\o~ -r. ~ou.\d \c~t tc See -\he :.k.sc\-, b-ed. ~ ~a.•Ac\ t 
T lr e r e i s a l o v-e-±y s a r c o ph a gus - r e 1 i e f 1\ i n -vt h i c h At h en e i s r e p r e-

sented as inserting the soul in the form of a butterfly into 

the newly formed human body.9 

Athene thus is soul~giver, soul-maker. In Jung's terms 
,o 

she is an anima figure, and so it is appropriate that in the 

Homeric Hymn to Demeter she is found playing in the meadow and 

gathering flowers with Persephone and Artemis and the nymphs 

before the arrival of dread Hades. 

J shows l·:inerva (the 

Athene) is soul to self-

creator Pro-

From t e beginning thy tial 
1 rrht to me! 

Always as though my soul spoke to herself 
Did she re 

• 
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•ras mysel~ 
· t was bet1 en thee 

So f vently on . 
Eterna is my lo for 

a~ me, 

the~ 

9 

Yet Athene is an anima figure who may help us get past seeing 

anima primarily in contras exual terms . !!IS v:omen ~ too , have souls , 

have anima . At hene is not just a goddess w~o takes on the role 

o f being a man ' s anima- -she serves also , I an coming to recognize , 

as an anima- image for women . 

It is t r u e that many of the stories told ab o ut her r epre -

sent her as the friend and counselor of Jen . (In fa c t , as 

Athene Phatria she was seen as the goddess of the Athenian male 

brotherhoods .) Unlike Hera who challenges men to impossible 

heroic feats or Aphrodite who seeks to seduce them a~ay from 

their worldly responsibilities to the pleasure of sexual passion 

or Artemis who entices simply by her unavaila~ility , Athene helps 

the men whom she befriends wi t h t~eir ow~ proje c ts . (The tempta
~c 

t ion for such a n anima , which At hene herse l f does not fall prey 
.J 

~is , of cou r se , that the satisfactior.. of being 1-relcor.-,ed as 

s ister and companion may lead into a suo~le sub o rdination o f 

one ' s own creat ivity .) 

Athene gives courage and confir~a~ion , the sudden bright 

idea or the seasoned reflection . She does not really intervene , 

take over for the men she supports , but brings them into touch 

with their own highest potentiality . Thus in the Iliad , when 

Achilles moves forward to attack Agane~~on , Athene (visible 

only to him) holds him back and gives hi~ that moment of 
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reflection in which he recalls himself. As Walter Otto sho~ed, 

in her affectionate care of Hercules, in her always appearing 

to him at the right moment as the true counselor and helper, 

she represents "the nearness of the divine at the moment of 

severest trial."
11 

Since he was a youth, Bellerophon had 

yearned to capture the wingen horse, Pegasus; in a dream 
su 

offered him the golden bridle by which he might do t-~ . 

Athene 
A(J..e.-> 

Perseus had rashly boasted to King Polydectes that he would 

bring him the head of the Gorgon Medusa , it was Athene who 

advised him how to proceed . Her closest involvement , of course, 

was with her protege , Odysseus, whose integrity she helps to 

preserve as she gently encourages or restrains at every criti -

cal moment during the long years of combat at Troy and the 

many-yeared journey back to Ithaca. She is to him the one 

"who alvays stands beside me in all my tasks and alvays remem-

11 12 bers me wherever I go ; though she comes and goes , ever- near 

yet clearly distinct with a life of her ovn apart from hin . 

They are as she knows deeply bonded by a profounn psychological 

similarity; "()f all mankind thou art easily foreoost both in 

counsel and speech , and among all gods I win fame for oy coun-

sel and cleverness . " What she wants for him is that he remain 

true to himself, to his sense of balance, his reasonableness , 

his scepticism about heroics and glory, his optimism . Odysseus 

is a survivor; as his name implies he is wounded, scarred , vul -

nerable and experienced. Adventures have their appeal, but 

homecoming matters more . He is prudent and daring, resourceful 
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and sometimes devious, skillful in practical arts and eloquent 

in debate. Though liable to outbursts of passion he has learnea 

to temper feeling with reason. The concrete pleasures of his 

everyday life in Ithaca have more power for him than abstractions 

like glory and duty. In all this he is much like the goddess 

who cares for him, is her masculine counterpart~~ 

is trusted by women and comfortable with them. He is not iden-

tified with the world of men as this is represented by the heroic 

possibilities of the war at Troy; he tries very hard to avoid 
,1!),\"c\ 

going and is determined to return home; that journey home~involves 
\N 0•""-0'\ ~ ~..-e.sc.t-'1", ,..,~ 

him with a highly differentiated range of female possibilities: 
1\ 

mother, wife , virgin, seductress, nurse, and, of course, the 

goddess. She is ever-near but comes to him in many guises, as 

herself or as stranger or as friend. Not surprisingly her fa-

vorite disguise is to come to him (as also to Telemachus) ,"li k -

ening herself in voice and appearance to Mento r," Odysseus ' 

childhood friend and thus indirectly evoking the "brotherhood" 

they share, seeming to suggest a time "when we two were boys 
"be. (.('-.U ''>-€ 

together." 1\ there is nothing possessive in her love ;a"a sG it 

naturally extends to include his son and his wife . I-ier presence 

is what brings about Telemachus' transition from youth to adult: 

For years he has been the young boy , observing 
in passive indignation the depredations of the 
suitors, chilaishly irritated with the ineffec
tual conduct of his mother but with no idea of 
ever asserting himself against her. Athena, 
disguised as a visiting stranger, Nentes, awakens 



Telemachus to the thou gh t that he is now a 
man by treatin g hi m as one. You ought to 
do something, she says. And Telema chus 
responds by following through with all her 
suggestions~ He ch a llen ge s the suitors, 
instructs his mother to return to her own 
apartment while he takes care of what needs 
to be done, and sets out on a voya g e to 

13 track down information about his father. 

12 

Athene's intimate connections with women are less often 

noticed but to disregard them is to identify her with an exclusive 

bonding with men that is foreign to her , ~ven as she is presented 

to us in classical mythology with its recognized patriarchial 

bias . Yet we are so easily pulled to overlook this , to pull her 

into our struggle about male identification, to project on her 

our ambivalence about women bonding with women , to use her as 
·7 h..e.. ;:- (. \t) '-\ 1.1\! e. ~ c~ \ \ \b <:..., c. -\ \-v:• \-

scapegoat . ~ she might instead offer us an image of what a 
1S 

woman's anima m±-g-!rL be like . That she spends her leisure hours , 

her own time , in the company of women is suggested by the picture 

of her playing in the meadow with Persephone and the nymphs and 

by the tale that it was while she was bathing with her favorite 

nymph , Chariclo , that Tiresias accidently c ame upon her naked . 

She endows Penelope not only with her skill in weaving but with 

clear understanding and wit surpassing that of any other Greek 

woman . She appears to Nausicaa in a dream and thereby prepares 
"(v we-

her for the initiation into womanhood~effected by her encounter 

with Odysseus in a manner remarkably similar to her intervention 

in Telemachus's life . Most important is her close childhood 

friendship with Pallas, daughter of the sea-god Triton , by whom 
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(The emphasis on her virginity is confirmed by the festival of 

the Plynteria at Athens during which the Palladium is annually 

taken to be bathed and thus to have its virginity renewed-- as 

Hera ' s is renewed at Canathus . ) 

Perhaps the whole point of Athene is to help us get past 

I the too - easy equation of strength and courage and worldly wisdom 

with "masculinity " irrespective of the gender of the bearer of 

those attributes . Yet that assumption is deeply imbedded . It 

probably underlies the fact that there are other Pallantes asso -

cia ted with Athena h.eye-!Hi--h-e-r-m-a--:Hl-en-com-pani-o-n ~ all male : a 

Pallas whom in the Olympians ' war against the giants she kills 

and out of whose skin she makes a shield ; an Arcadian Pallas who 

is her teacher and fat h er of Nike, one of her own manifestations ; 

a Pallas who in a variant account of her birth is her father , a 

father who tries to rape her and whom she kills and whose skin 

she again wraps around herself. In each case she takes their 

power and their name ; in these versions it is a " masculine" side 

of herself that is represented by her Pallas aspect , indeed an 

introjection of the father . 

Those variants confirm that Athene ' s relationships to 

women and to her own femininity are mostly hidden and need to 

be uncovered by careful research and interpretation . Athena 

in a sense represents just this repression of the feminine and 
I \-S (I<" 

-th-a-t undoing bt-=i=s a soul task-- a task that involves a courageous 

examination of our own participation in misogynous self- denial . 
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To recover the Athena who is mothered by Metis and not only 
..;e i'ee.\ 

fathered by Zeus is to recover ourselves. But~to begin by 

recognizing that Athene's separation from her mother is not 

hers alone, and that we delude ourselves about ourselves if 

we self-righteously condemn her for it . As Adrienne Rich re-

minds us 

But in fact we were always like this, 
rootless, dismembered: kno¥ing it makes the 

difference. 
Birth stripped our birthright from us, 
tore us fran a woman, from women, from ourselves 
so early on 
and the whole chorus throbbing at our ears 
like midges, told us nothing, nothing 
of origins, nothing we needed 18 
to know , nothing that could re-member us. 

C.f' '' ~~o get to the Athene who may connect us to a fuller sense of 

what creative womanhood may encompass then our culture ' s pieties 

comprehend means beginning with the father and with the mytn that 

Athene begins with the father. 
s\-cq+ 

As usual we c an only b~gin with 

the most familiar features and by reflecting on them discover their 

unfamiliarity and strangeness, and their prehistory . As L . R . 

Farnell noted almost a hundred years ago;Athene ' s character be 

came "deeper and more manifold" the longer she was 1.z-orshipped . 1 9 

I have learned by now that it is t~e dark side of the 

goddesses that is most intimately associated with transformations . 

To understand Athene is to enter deeply into the dark mystery of 

the father-daughter bond . It means to see Zeus very differently 

than from Hera's perspective, because for Athene Zeus is unques-

tionably the father . Her ambivalence toward him is not determined 
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by the tension between his roles as brother, spouse and patriarch 

but by the ambiguities inherent within fatherness itself . Tbe 

power that fathers have for their daughters lies at the very beart 

of patriarchial culture. Indeed, we might say that patriarchy 

appears when the daughter is felt to belong and feels herself to 

belong to the father, for the son's identification with the 

father does not imply the same radical devaluation of mother-

right . To understand ourselves as women in a patriarchially-

ordered world like our own therefore necessarily means penetrating 

this mystery and trying to comprehend as fully as we can how our 

creativity is released , distorted and inhibited by the power of 

the father--not primarily his outward power but his power in our 

ovrn imagination. The relationship between Athene and Zeu~ see~s 

to provide us with the possibility of looking at the bond bet~een 

daughters and fathers in its purest essence , since at least or. 

first appearance it is uncontaminated by the daughter ' s involve -

ment with mother or siblings . 

When , by the artifice of Hephaistos , 
at the stroke of the bronze-heeled axe Athene spran5 
from the height of her father ' s head with a strong cry . 
The sky shivered before her and earth our mother . 20 

Thus Pindar ' s account of Athene ' s miraculous birth . 

of " The Eumenides" concludes from this: 

The mother is no parent of that which is called 
her child, but only nurse of the new-planted seed 

T:'le Apollo 

that grows . The parent is he who mounts . A stranger she 
preserves a stranger's seed, if no god interfere . 
I will show you proof of what I have explained. There can 
be a father without any mother. There she stands , 
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the living witness, daughter of Olympian Zeus, 
she who was never fostered in the dark of the womb 
yet such a child as no goddess could bring to birth.21 

According to the myth, Metis who had helped Zeus in his battle 

against his ·father by giving the emetic which forced Cronos to 

vomit forth his swallowed children became his first sexual part-

ner. Soon after Athene's conception, Zeus learned that Metis 

was destined next to bear him a son who would eventually over-

throw him. To prevent this Zeus swallowed Metis and her unborn 

female child as his father before him had out of the same fear 

swallowed his neonate offspring. In due course Athene was born, 

full grown, out of his head. She had her beginning as all of 

us do within her mother, but then had lived the time intervening 

before her emergence into womanhood within her father -- as all 

of us live the equivalent years of our life within a patriarch-

ially-defined world and often consciously bonded more with our 

fathers than our mothers. 

That the Athene of the classical tradition is from her 

birth onwards defined by this bondedness to the father is most 

vividly expressed as she announces her judgment on behalf of 

Orestes in Aeschylus' play: 

This is a ballot for Orestes I shall cast. 
There is no mother anyv1here v1ho gave me birth , 
and, but for marriage, I am always for the male 
with all my heart, and strongly on my father's side. 
So, in a case where the wife has killed her husband~ lord 
of the house, her death shall not mean most to me. ~2 

Athene defines herself as Zeus's inspired daughter. She takes 
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on his attributes, is proud to be as dignified and as judicious 

as he, as brave and as commanding. He is her mentor and she in 

turn delights in coming to Odysseus in the guise of Mentor. That 

her favorite among mortals should be not the puers like Bellero -

phon or Perseus but the old Odysseus is further confirmation of 

the determining power in her life of that primary pull to the 

father. 

As the motherbound son of Rhea, Zeus is, of course, ready 

to foster his daughter's identification with him. Among the 

Olympians Athene ranks second, i mmediately after Zeus . (Over 

and over a g ain in the Iliad we hear the invocation: "O Father 

Zeus, and Athene , and Apollo ... ") he is enormously proud of 

his gifted and courageous daughter and indulges her to a degree 

that utterly outrages Ares: 

It is your fault we fight , since you brought forth 
this maniac daughter 

accursed , whose mind is forever on unjust action. 
For all the rest, as many as are gods on Olympos, 
are obedient to you , and we have all rendered our-

selves submissive . 
Yet you say nothin g and you do nothing to check this 

girl, letting 
her go free, si~3e yourself you begot this child of 

perdition. 

Only once is their closeness disrupted when during the course 

of the Trojan War Zeus bec ones furious at Athene ' s unyielding 

refusal to allow the war to en d in any way short of the destruc-

tion of Troy . Angrily he threatens utter wre a kage of the Greek 

forces, "so that t h e g rey-eyed goddess may knovT when it is her 
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father she fights with." Yet even then Ath e ne knows: 

I 

Yet \pow Zeus hates me, and is bent to the wishes of 
1 Thetis 

who kissed his knees and stroked his chin in her hand, 
a~d entreated 

that he ~ve honor to Achilleus, the sacker of cities. 
Yet time s~&lJ be when he calls me again his dear girl 

· of the grey -eyes.24 

(The latently incestuous element in their attachment is patent 

here.) 

Unlike Persephone who comes to a creative relation to the 

dark, aggressive father when he approaches her in the guise of 

Hades, chthonian Zeus , by marrying him, Athene defends a gainst 

Zeus's potentially overwhelming masculine power by assimilating 

it in her own being, by being so like him that she in many ways 

becomes a female Zeus . . The most exaggerated expression of that 

"identification with the aggressor" is the already twice cited 

passage from the Oresteia in which she denies any dependence on 

the maternal and fully aligns herself with father-right, with 

the male order. Even on the Acropolis , she, though its dominat -

ing figure, is surrounded by masculine figures: Hephaestus , 

Hermes, Poseidon , Zeus. That is the image of Athene that troubles 

most , perhaps because it echoes unwelcomed misogynist stirrings 

in us which we seek to evade by denying. We eit h er know we 

couldn't be Athene, be as confident and accomplished and crea-

tive as she--or are all too conscious of how easily we could be 

Athene, the Athen e wh ose androgeny becomes a capitulation to her -j_nner "m a sculine" as p ect. 
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Hillman has written of the sense in which this inner 

Zeus is really Athene's own creation: 

We all know that fathers create daughters; but daughte r s 
create fathers too. The enactment of the maiden - daughte r .. . 
draws down a fathering spirit. But its appearance and her 
victimization is her creation . Even the idea that she is 
all a result of the father (or the absent or bad father) 
is part of the father-fantasy of the anima archetype. And 
so, she must be "so attached" to father because anima is 
reflection of an attachment . She creates the figurative 
father and the belief in its responsibility which serves 
to confirm the archetypal metaphor of Daughter that owes 
its source, not to the father, but to the anima inherent 
in a woman's psyche, too . 2 5 

So the power of the father over Athene is her fantasy - -her attri -

buting to him aspects of herself which are really her own and 

whose meaning in her life she distorts by this false understand-

ing . The prophecy had been that a child born of Metis , con c eived 

by Zeus , would overthrow him-- the capacity for that e~ancipation 

from Zeus ' bondage is indeed actually present in their child , 

Athene . 

Even historically it is clear that Athene has her own 

existence apart from Zeus . 
~(l\- e..h.'--\ s\:'-'JI 

.G-t:t-r~ul---s-t-udy ~orne forty years ago 

of the archaeological and artistic evidence led A. B . Cook ,, in 

his monumental study of Zeus to conclude that Hephaestus and 

Athene were the pre - Greek divinities of the Athenian Acropolis 

and Zeus a later Hellenic arrival . The art - type of Athene ' s 

emergence from the head of Zeus represents her " conventional 

adoption , " the subsumption of her cult under his , rather than 

"natural filiation . " Cook sees Athene as antecedent to Zeus 
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and his successor. Her birth out of his head represents the 

"departure of the indwelling divinity" from his moribund body . 

H "1· · h fresn' er lJ..·l.~~e . '. ' 26 T' · l · e J..Ves on J..n er younger, nJ..s may exp aJ..n 

why it is Athene not Zeus who in the classical period comes to 

be regarded as " the ideal incarnation of the many-sided Athenian 

1 0 f 1127 J.. e . Even longer ago , in 1895, L. R . Farnell sought to show 

how the story of Athene's birth might have come into being : 

The fact that in this earliest and half- savage for~ of 
the legend Athena is the daughter of Metis is a sign 
that for these primitive mythopoeic Greeks their goddess 
was no mere personification of a part of nature , but was 
already invested with a moral and mental character , and 
especially with the non - physical quality of wisdom ; and 
of course her worship had long been in vogue , before it 
occurred to them to tell a ffiyth about her origin . Again , 
her birth is assisted by Prometheus or Hephaestos ; if 
this detail belongs to the first period of the story we 
have another indication that Athena was already a goddess 
of the arts of life as she was associated with these 
divine artists . Suppose that Athena was already , 
before this story grew , the chief goddess of wisdom , as 
in the most primitive legenus she always appears to be: 
and was also the maiden - goddess of war , averse to love : 
also the goddess that protected the father - right rather 
than the mother - right: and that then like all the other 
Olympians , whatever automomy each one of them may have 
once enjoyed , she had to be brought into some relation 
to Zeus . Then upon these pre - existing ideas the Greek 
imagination may have worked thus: she has abundant Metis , 
and is the daughter of Ifetis ; she has all the poi?ers of 
Zeus , and is the very daughter of him ; and she has no 
feminine weakness , and inclines rather to the father than 
the mother ; therefore she was not born in the ordinar y way ; 
this might have been if Zeus swallowed her mother . After 
wards, as this swallowing- story gained ground , it received 
a new explanation , namely , that Zeus swallowed ~etis to 
prevent her bearing any more children , as a son would else 
be born stronger than he. It seems very unlikely that 
this prophecy was part of the original story, leading up 
to the swallowing process; for there would have been other 
and easier ways of cutting short the child-bearing career 
of Metis . 28 
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As H. J. Rose observed, this myth represents "an interesting 

chapter in early diplomacy and ecclesiastical polity." 29 

That her existence comes to be seen as dependent on his 

is one of those reversals in myth-work which interpretation-work 

must reverse in order to rediscover the hidden truth. Such re-

versals, as Freud taught us, come up against powerful resistance. 

The truth that will give us back a lost part of ourselves is also 

the one that takes away a self to which we have become deeply 

attached. Mary Daly names the resistance to this recovery of 

Athene's true history which Athene (and the Athenes among us) 

herself embodies: 

Since the twice-born Athena is now legion, having been 
reproduced over and over by xerox cloning (conditioning), 
she may not be able to feel her true condition as did 
Doctor Frankenstein 's monster ii Mary Shell~y's tale. 
S h e may not be able to feel wretched, helpless, alone, 
and abhorred, "apparently united by no link to any other 
being in existence ." Since she is a Self-suffocating 
shell, a figment of her bizarre father's imagination, 
she hides depth from the Self. But behind the fore
ground of false selves, of fathers' favorites, there 
is the deep Background where the Great Hags live and 
work, hacking off with our Dreadful double-axes the 
Athena-shells designed to stifle our Selves. 

"Radical feminism," she affirms 

is not reconciliation with the father. Rather it is 
affirming our original birth, our original source, 
movement, surge of living. This finding of our ori
ginal integrity is re-membering our Selves. Athena 
remembers her mother and conseQuently re-members her 
Self.30 

Thus the re-membering of Athene means the rediscovery of 

her relation to the feminine, to Mother , to Metis . It leads into 

the discovery that her stren gth, her wisdom, her self-confidence 
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are given her by her father, are expressions of her own "mascu-

line" aspect, only because she sees the m thus. For it is lJ! et is 

who is the source of Zeus's wisdo m, his metis, as vell as her 

daughter's . An Oceanid, she is "the most kno ,-r ing of the gods 

and men" and, like so many of the divinities connected. to water 

31 in Greek mythology, a shapeshifter. To elude Zeus ' s grasp she 

takes on many different forms - -it is when she assu~es that of a 

fly that he is able to swallow her. Her most important metamor -

phosis is her re-emergence as Athene for it is here that she comes 

forth full - bodied as a goddess . In this sense Metis is the par -

thenogenetic mother of Athene that Robert Graves (and Daly) claim 

her to be--she creates Athene out of herself . Yet the insistence 

on parthenogenesis, the denial of the father, is t h e Furies ' per -

spective and forecloses the possibility that after one has re -

discovered the mother one can acknowledge the father in a new 

way . Otherwise we are back with Demeter anci Perseohone which is - 1\ 

not only a different story but a different pathology . 

That Metis is Athene ' s mother - aspect to my reading means 

primarily that Athene has a mother , is connected to a maternal 

origin , not that she necessarily is one . Here my understanding 

clearly differs from Ke renyi's as does therefore Ey interpretation 

of the birth of Erecthonius . The tradition is that when Athene 

defended herself against nephaestus ' attempt to rape her , he 

ejaculated against her thi gh . She wiped off the seme n with a 

handkerchief which she let drop on earth (Gaea). From this 
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Erecthonius was born. Soon after his birth Gaea _ gave him into 

Athene's care. (Eventually Erecthonius grew up to become the 

Athenian king responsible for the establishment of the Athene 

cult.) Kerenyi understands this as an only slightly disguised 

account whose real meaning is that Athene is herself Erecthonius' 

32 mother. I see the given, more complicated, account as yielding 

a deeper meaning. Athene may indeed once have been the local 

fertility goddess, one of the many embodiTients of the great 

goddess--this is her Gaea aspect and it is thus appropriate 

that the child be conceived in Gaea and issues from her. But 

by the time Athene is Athene she represents a different kind 

of creativity. ( That we lose more than we gain by focussing 

on her as but another face of the Great Mother may be seen more 

readily by women than by men.) It is true also of Persephone 

that an important clue as to who she is lies in the fact that 

she and Hades have no children: it is souls who are €iven life 

in the underworld not children. 33 Athene, similarly, is a bod-

dess of creation not procreation. She is Athene Ergane , the 

worker, the maker, and~ such connected to soul, to soul-work. 

We have already seen how she puts soul into the work of art, 

into that which is made. She is a more extroverted goddess than 

Persephone, concerned to further the outwarding of soul, its 

expression and realization in what we do and make . 

Athene is the goddess most identified with the work of 

civilization , the work that makes us human, the works that 
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• 
express our humanity. She is Athene PalLas, the goddess 

of the polis, of the human community, "cities are the gifts 

of Athene." She seems to have originated as the household 

goddess of the Mycenean royal family, as the protectress of 

its citadel. Though she is to some degree associated with 

agriculture she is not properly speaking a nature goddess 

but rather the goddess who taught humans the art of cul-

tivation, particularly the cultivation of the olive. 

Athene initiates us into the difference between re-

pression and sublirnination. Her virginity, her lack of 

susceptibility to Aphrodite's \viles, rightly understood, 

sterns from her commitment to cultural activity, to what 

Freud meant by "civilizat).on:; (not from a regressive fi.x-

i/tt... """ rs r:A- p v €A, 
ation on the father.) ~maidenhood seems to be so well 

I' 
established that it limits 

mythological development: though Hephaestus and Athene are 

closely associated in cult, their relationship cannot be 

imaged as a marriage. Virginity carries an entirely dif-

ferent meaning from that of Artemis. It does not represent 

an untarneable wildness, a withdrawal from the world of men, 

the choice of solitude, Athene is not a virgin in order to 

be alone but to be with, unentangledly. She represents a 

being-with that fosters mutual creativity, that is based on 

soul and spirit rather than on instinct and passion. 

Though she is not associated with childbirth, with the 
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biological creation of children, she is much involved in 

caring for and protecting young children and in their 

socialization. Athene's example raises serious questions 

about the connection between relationships and creativity, 

for from her perspective passionate relationships are 

• diversion and self-betrayal. Yet Athene's ~n-one-self-

ness is not introverted: it encompasses deep friendship; 

it is dedicated to the outwarding of soul in creative 

activity. 

The "monuments" of Athene-worship, the sculptures, 

reliefs, vases and coins depict her in two different ways: 

standing erect, threatening, brandishing her weapons; 

seated and tranquil, with shawl and spindle. The warrior 

type predominates, but we do not properly appreciate this 

side of Athene unless we recognize how her martial aspect 

derives from her commitment to the polis and consequently 

to its defence. Athene Promachus is a protrectress, the 

helper in battle, the instructor in the art of Har, not a 

battle-lusty aggressor. (When focussing on Athene's path-

olo9y we may see her as too much the defender, too defen

sive, too well-defended.) 

The warrior goddess is also the goddess of the arts; 

this aspect, too, derives from her original character as 

goddess of the household and thus of household crafts. 

' 
Although the source of Athene's name remains a mystery it 

may well derive from words connected to pottery; in any 
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case she is reputed to have made the first earthenware 

pot. She is also, of course, in both senses a ''spinster" 

goddess, closely associated with the feminine arts of 

spinning and weaving . Homer refers to "the elaborate 

dress which she herself had wrought with her hands' 

patience." 35 

(though hated 

She invented the trumpet and the flute 

ho~ing it ~nd so tossed 

it aside in disgust.) According to Graves she also in-

vented the plough, the rake, the ox-yoke, the horse 

bridle, the chariot and the ship. 36 She fitted the ship 

of the Argonauts with a marvellous speaking prow from 

the oaks of D~dona. 

She is naturally associated with the master artisan 

among the gods, Hephaestus. Her cult seems to have existed 

at Athens before his, yet Athens was his only major cult 

site; probably he was important there because as Athene 

was more and more seen as the great city goddess , he seemed 

more directly available than she to the local craftsmen. 

But the cultic associations between them are so extensive 

that Cook concludes that Athene and Hephaestus were orig

inally the local Rhea and Cronus.37 One myth has it that 

Hera conceived Hephaestus parthenogenetically in revenge 

against Zeus's parthenogenetic creation of Athene. Another 

that Hephaestus served as midwife at Athene's birth . He is 

the masculine counterpart to Athene's creative aspect as 

Hera's other parthenogenetic son, Ares, is the masculine 

counterpart to her martial aspect. There are many accounts 
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of Athene and Hephaestus participating in joint projects 

and sharing delight in one another's creations, as there 

are tales of intense sibling rivalry between Athene and 

Ares (though at the cultic level a more harmonious co

existence seems to have been presumed . ) Hephaestus would 

evidently have liked to have their closeness consummated 

in sexual intercourse (though even the thwarted attempt 

does issue in a child and Cook remains persuaded that in 

the remote historical past they were husband and wife . ) 

How much difference is there in their relation to 

art or artists? Athene is more involved in the arts of 

women , particularly spinning and weaving . Perhaps he is 

given credit for creating more marvellous works of art; 

perhaps she devotes more attention to communicating her 

skills to others . She seems more extraverted, more able 

to combine creativity and human involvment . In their joint 

projects, he shapes , she embellishes and gives soul . Per

haps more significant is that Hephaestus is only artist 

where she is warrior, too. ~He is a crippled artist , 

and so represents the creativity that issues from wound

edness ) proudly striding Athene is not crippled, unless 

that is her crippledness . The ever-conquering Athene is , 

seen from the pers ective of the underworld, fatally flawed . 

But a touchingly beautiful relief of Athene which sho1s her 

leaning on her spear, her head drooping, pervaded with 
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sorrow introduces us to a very different Athene; the 

warrior goddess as herself touched by defeat and loss. 

Farnell believes she is mourning some terrible national 

disaster and the deaths of all those who were killed.39 

To know Athene deeply is to recognize the inade-

quacy of the idealized version, to see beyond the Athene 

Rose describes as "one about whom few if any unworthy 

tales are told."40 Remembering her treatment of Arachne 

should liberate us from falling for the image of her as 

cold and passionless, always reasonable and fair. She 

strikes Tiresias blind. ~reps' daughters go mad and 

kill themselves after they disobey her command not to 

peek into the infant Erichthonius's basket; she hounded 

the ''lesser" Ajax to his death after he raped Cassandra 

at her shrine, and gave Medusa her hideous petrifying 

face because she had yielded to Poseodon in a sanctuary 

dedicated to Athene. Athene is after all sister to 

Dionysos, Zeus's other parthenogenetic child. (One story 

has it that it was she who interrupted the Titans ' banquet 

when they were feasting on his dismembered body and rescued 

the heart and brought it back to Zeus.) 

Athene's bond to the divinities associated with the 

underworld is closer than we usually recognize. The many 

ancient vases and coins representing a helmeted Athene 

holding a pomegranate, suggest a connection with Persephone . 
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Mylonas describes a sculpture which represents Demeter 

and Persephone being greeted by Athene; perhaps it is 

the equivalent of that part of the Eleusinian ritual in 

which the priestess of Athene at the Acropolis is informed 

. . 41 
that the sacred objects have safely arrived at Eleusls. 

There is not at all the antagonism to Demeter and her 

daughter represented by Hera, but rather an intimate 

complimentarity. 

There are other clues to Athene's connection to the 

realm of soul. As a Mycenean household goddess she seems 

to have been close cousin to the Minoan snake goddess. 

(The Minoan connection may explain why Hephaestus is repre-

sented as cleaving Zeus's head with a double-edged axe to 

facilitate Athene's birth.) Even in the time of Herodotus 

Athene is closely identified with the guardian snake 

believed to live in the Acropolis. When just before 

Salamis the snake deserted the sanctuary, the Athenians 

felt the goddess had abandoned it too. A vase painting 

representing the judgment of Paris shows an indignant 

Athene accompanied by a snake equal to the goddess in 

height and majesty. "The artist seems dimly conscious 

that the snake is somehow the double of Athene." 42 The 

child Erichthonius is guarded by a pair of snakes in the 

closed basket in which he is kept during infancy. And even 

in Pheidias's superb statue sculpted in the age of Pericles 

she is represented with a snake at her side, a scaly aegis 

on her breast and snakes around her waist. Cook sees 
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Athene as the rock-mother and everything emerging from the 

rocky surface of the Acropolis as instinct with her 

vitality. The snakes represent sou l s emerging from the 

underworld. 43 

Cook also suggests that the owl of Athene embodies 

her very soul. The owl was regarded as Athene herself in 

visible form. "With one exception Homer has no god in 

the form of animals: Athene, however, sometimes trans-

forms herself into a bird and it is by this very trans

formation that the aged Nestor recognizes her." 44 She 

appears as pigeon, hawk, kite, vulture, swallow, gull, 

but (especially in Athens) she is particularly identified 

with the ow1. 45 She is also often represented as an 

anthropomorphic goddess with the wings of a bird; later 

the owl becomes an adjunct, held in her hand or mounted on 

her helmet (like the dove on the head of the Cnossian snake 

goddess.) The conventional identification of the owl with 

wisdom is too simple. The owl is a bird of prey {and thus 

equivalent to Zeus'S eagle) and a night bird --- associated ~ 
Wl""\'\ c:l-t.a.~\.1\ ~~d. ~o..rc Y\~ ~~ ) \1~~ \\"'-e. o. \\ \c>\rd~ Cl.\~ A~~~~ \a..lre q 

with winged flight, with spirit. The mvl thus seems to 

suggest that bringing of soul back into the upper air which 

comes up again and again in connection with Athene. 

The ancient association of the owl and the serpent with 

Athene suggest once again the ambivalence inherent in this 

goddess which we miss if we take her at face value, accept 

her myth about herself. And yet the other truth, the other 
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on her breast the Gorgoneion, Medusa's head. Although 

there is a well detailed myth rehearsing Perseus' decap

itation of the gorgon and another version according to 

which Athene killed Medusa herself, Medusa exists pri

marily (as Jane Harrison pointed out long ago) as head, 

as face so terrifying that those who see it (or, Hazel 

Barnes suggests, are seen by it46) are turned to stone. 

Harrison represents it as the "Erinys-side of the Great 

Mother;"47 Rose explains it as a nightmare vision, "a 

face so horrible that the dreamer is reduced to helpless, 

stony terror;" 48 Freud believes Medusa's head represents 
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the terrifying genitals of the Mother. Although Farnell 

rejects the notion "that the Gorgon was originally merely 

the double of Athene herself, personifying the darker side 

of her character" 49 I am inclined to accept it. That 

Athene's shadow side should be represented by a head seems 

singularly appropriate to this daughter brought forth from 

Zeus's head; the associations with the Erinyes and female 

sexuality also fit. And once again we are in the realm of 

reversal: the dark side is what redeems. The Furies through 

Athene's intervention become the Eumenidest~he blood caught 

from the dripping head of Medusa is used by Athene and 

Aesclepius to kill and to heal; Aesclepius even uses it to 

raise the dead. The winged horse, Pegasus, often seen as 

a symbol of poetry, springs from the neck of Medusa when 

Perseus cuts off her head. The Gorgon which originally was 
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conc~ved as an ugly demon becomes in later sculptural 

repr sentations a beautiful angel and thus there develops 

a new myth; it was because of Athene's envy of her beauty 

that M~dusa was killed. Little wonder May Sarton can 

write a poem called, "The Muse as Medusa ." 

Athene as Pallas Athene, Athene as the wofaced goddess 

who wears Medusa's head on her aegis embodies a much more 

profound mode of "realization" than the one implied by 

~urray Stein who says that she 

keeps us in the "real world"; she gives us 
the wherewithall to confront its problems, 
the joy of conquering ourselves, others, 
problems, and the sagacity and confidence to 
slay its dragons. She keeps us grounded in 
"real projects," out of vain and idle spec
ulations. As a religious attitude, Athene is 
muscular and action-oriented; building, winning, 
marching.SO 

Otto, I believe, comes closer to seeing how profoundly 

Athene's "reality" is not that of the pragmatist but of the 

artist. He speaks of "the spirit of brightest vigilance 

which grasps with lightening speed what the instant requires'' , 

of "the bright-eyed intelligence capable of di scerning the 

decisive element at every juncture and of supplying the most 

effective instrumentality ." He cont:!:"asts this to Apollo's 

indifference to the momentary, his investment in the 

abstract and the infinite, in pure cognition. 51 

To see Athene in relation to Zeus and etis, to Ares 

and Hephaestus, to the owl who is a iake at night and to 

the serpent whocreeps O't of the rocks, is to see , I believe, 

how, more profound than the mother-ma i d en po l a rity Kerenyi 
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focuses on, more comprehensive than the c onflicting claims 

of patriarchy and mother-right, is the alway s tensive re-

lation in Athene of soul and spirit. "Out of head comes 

body;" out of Zeus comes Athene; in the Athene we first 

know only as spirit is hidden a soul. For me this is most 

powerfully embodied in the image of Athene as Pallas 

Athene, and of Athene with the Gorgon head. Both represent 

her as woman with woman, both soul and spirit are feminine. 

I am not sure we can even speak of either aspect as Athane's 

ego, for the very notion of ego seems relativized. Ego is 

t \_ perhaps the Athenian spirit when it is divorced from soul, 
. -r• XV • .\' 

1~1S .~ ;~ when it is devoted to heroic success rather than artistic 

l51r1~~,v realization, when it forgets and thinks of itself as 
r )"" \ 
~ ~~0~~~ Vmasculine. But as Pallas Athene, Athene is freed from that 

~ X~~ illusion, freed from having to understand her creativity as ~ 

~ s masculine, freed for psyche-pres is rather than psycho-logic. ~ 
tJI' ~..-, J~ 
~ ~~· J . Athene herself has given soul to my image of Athene; I no 

\" c,. "\ r 
·,~ 

longer look at her from the perspective of Apollo - or of 

the Erinyes. I see her as spirit emerging from the under-

world, as soul being out\varde d in artistic realization. 

Nevertheless Athene is also still the one caught in the 

myth about being born of the father. And I am strangely 

glad of that because it reminds me of my continued entrapment. 

I had come to Athene this fourth time around wanting recog

nition, not repetition, and have found what I sought52 but 

also found there is still repe t ition. I had accepted that 

, 
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in general. I believed I had. learned long ago that the 

images of progress and growth don't seem to apply to the 

course of my life, that I know from within what Jung means 

by the continued circuma~bulation of the same central 

themes. But somehow I had not seen what that meant 

concretely. That balancing the claims of work and 

passionate involvements, keeping time-with and time alone 

in creative proportion, finding ways of allowing the in-

tellectual in me and the poetic to intermingle fruitfully 

is never going to be easy for me. I understand Athene's 

identification with her father as a reminder to me of ho\v 

easily still I am pulled to disparage my mother, to forgive 

my father; how much harder still it is to do the rever~e. 

I am forced to acknowledge how hard it is always going to "- · 
c;.\- ~1:) .... -e "~ ~ ~"" re~:. ~ 

be not to fall back defensively,_ on the "masculine" in myself.~ 
). 

a--'6 Ior\Q~G'Rts Q.c si!rc:!ls --- which is 'masculine" when it loses ~ 

"" its touch with its ground. I will ah;ays be~iaGJ..e to the f.,. 

danger of getting pulled into the underworld and lost there { 
~ 

or getting cut off from the world of soul in the . upper air. 

But I see also how my very creativity as a female is stimu-

lated and deepened by my continuing to have to struggle with 

these issues. I think of Penelope, weaving and unweaving 

and for today bring this weaving to Athene's altar. 

Christine Downing 
San Diego State University 
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